Thermodynamic characterization of nucleoplasmin unfolding: interplay between function and stability.
The unfolding equilibrium of recombinant (rNP) and natural variants of nucleoplasmin (NP) from Xenopus laevis has been analyzed using biochemical and spectroscopic techniques. In the presence of denaturing concentrations of guanidinium salts (GuHCl and GuSCN), both domains, core and tail, of the rNP pentamer unfold as proven using single-carrying tryptophan mutants, whereas urea is remarkably unable to fully unfold rNP. Chemical unfolding is reversible and can be described well as a two-state transition in which the folded pentamer is directly converted to unfolded monomers, with no evidence of (partially) folded monomers. Therefore, rNP dissociates and fully unfolds simultaneously (N 5 <--> 5U). Activation of the protein by hyperphosphorylation is accompanied by a destabilization of the protein oligomer. A comparison of natural NP forms isolated from eggs and oocytes of X. laevis and recombinant NP reveals that natural variants can be fully unfolded by urea and exhibit D 50 (denaturant concentration at the transition midpoint) values lower than that of the nonphosphorylated protein. Progressive phosphorylation of NP correlates with a gradual loss of stability of 6 kcal/mol (oNP) and 10 kcal/mol (eNP), as compared with the nonphosphorylated protein pentamer. These results suggest that the remarkable stability of the recombinant protein is required to cope with the destabilization brought about by its phosphorylation-induced activation.